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   Hirschfeld’s widow recalled once going out to dinner with her then-husband and Woody Allen and his wife. Al Hirschfeld soon took out a pen and began drawing everyone on the table cloth. When it was time to leave, Allen, the waiter and the owner all desperately wanted it.
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   To get there, you pass through a "hall of fame" of portraits. It's a corridor with rows of portraits on both sides of leading mujahideen commanders, tough-looking bearded men with turbans, sometimes carrying guns on their shoulders.
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   Fortunately for Inmarsat, it is able to make use of the pair already in space, and, indeed, in recent weeks, broadcasters in particular have been doing just that. They have been beaming news reports from the Nepal earthquakes through the I-5 F1 that is positioned over Europe and Asia.
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   Johnson didn’t score, but Ondrej Palat drew a tripping penalty shortly after on Derek Stepan, and after an unsuccessful power play, Alex Killorn delivered the kill shot for a 4-2 lead just 3:09 into the third.
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   Many Russian companies with debts in foreign currencies have recorded foreign exchange losses after the rouble dropped last year because of weaker global oil prices and Western economic sanctions over Moscow’s role in the Ukraine conflict.
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   And we can only hope (strictly for entertainment purposes, of course) Jackson continues critiquing the telecasts right through the NBA Finals. If anything, the prez has shown an ability to budget enough time for tweeting, which he no doubt will be doing.
during the lottery, as well as later this summer when he chimes in on the performance of Thomas’ Liberty.

Optimists will be hoping that the talks in Baghdad involving the Iranian defence minister, and Mr Abadi’s earlier discussions on Sunday with the head of US Central Command, Gen Lloyd Austin, will have produced commitments that could mitigate the sectarian impact of the Shia intervention.

** Philippine conglomerates San Miguel Corp and Metro Pacific Investments Corp have formally submitted bids for a 35.4-billion-peso ($795 million) state contract to develop and operate a toll road project south of Manila.

RealTimes is great for everyone who uses a smartphone to take pictures, which is to say anyone with a smartphone. But it’s especially valuable for parents, for two reasons: (1) parents take tons of photos and videos of their kids, and (2) because parents are super busy, they don’t have the time to cull through their massive camera rolls to enjoy their photos/videos again or the time to pick the best ones to share with friends and family — they need a solution that creates great results automatically.

Perhaps instead of large M&A deals, this time the commodity cycle will deliver more spinoff-type deals, such as BHP Billiton’s de-merger of its aluminium and energy coal assets into South 32, which started trading on Monday.

The strength in housing is in stark contrast with weakness in consumption, business spending and manufacturing, which have prompted economists to lower their second-
quarter growth estimates and raised doubts that the Federal Reserve will raise interest rates before the end of the year.
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Already, the number of encounters between police and citizens has dropped by a million from peaks in his first year in office, with a corresponding drop in complaints about officers to the Civilian Complaint Review Board.
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We know why the NHL schedules them. Television money and clout demands them. Ironically, World Series games that belong in the daylight once in a while are forced into television’s prime time - and the NHL does the opposite.
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It’s not the first time Obama has tweeted. He has occasionally signed tweets from the @WhiteHouse account with his initials, “-bo” and also has used @BarackObama, which is an account run by Organizing for Action, Obama’s former campaign team.
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Environmental groups have planned days of demonstrations over Shell’splans, saying drilling in the icy Arctic region, where weather changes rapidly, could lead to a catastrophic spill that would be next to impossible to clean up.